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6 Of course, only a secularized, democratic (but media saturated) country such as the 
United States, could guarantee that such a spectacle could be held. The most conservative 
religious groups, needless to say, were frightened by LaVey. But, the witch hunts were a 
thing deeply buried in the past (or at least, religious witch hunts; political witch hunts 
were still present, as there were some remnants of McCarthyism left). Therefore, 
someone openly claiming to be Satanic in a modern and democratic country could afford 
casting spells and invoking the Prince of Darkness, and still not be in risk of legal 
prosecution. LaVey, ever seeking attention, used this protection in order to exploit his 
creativity and imagination. On the other hand, the case could also be made that if the 
United States were truly a fully secularized country, the Church of Satan would probably 
have never arisen. For, it arose precisely as a reaction against the prevailing Christian 
worldview that dominates American life, especially politics and public opinion. It is 
precisely for this reason that, as opposed to Europe, studying Satanism still remains taboo 
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